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We had (still have!) Jarocin, Americans had Woodstock and the Netherlands, as it turns out, 
also had their ... Woodstock. 26, 27 and 28 June 1970 in the nearby woods Kralingse 
Rotterdam held a three-day rock event, which was attended by about 100,000 viewers. It 
was apparently the largest in the history of rock marathon Netherlands. No wonder, after all 
this great music festival was attended by the then celebrities such as Pink Floyd, Canned 
Heat, Livin 'Blues, Family, Jefferson Airplane, It's A Beautiful Day, T.Rex, Soft Machine, The 
Byrds, Santana, Al Stewart, East Of Eden, Cuby & The Blizzards, Quintessence, and 
others. Such a galaxy of stars only dream of ...

Label Gonzo Multimedia released the album release which is documenting the event. The 
first disc is a 97-minute film that contains fragments of performances of individual 
artists. Each artist is represented by at least one of your recording (Santana, Jefferson 
Airplane and Canned Heat for two). However, this film is not mere recording of certain parts of the concert, but rather 
impressionistic film about the same events. Music playing somewhere in the background, images of performers appear 
occasionally (only at the end of the film we have a long sequence of performances by Carlos Santana and Pink Floyd), and 
what we see on the screen is the public recognition of precisely reflecting the atmosphere of the great hippie commune in all 
of its sheath and attributes (ritual burning drugs, group eating, playing in the water naked, playing between concerts, etc..) 
and filmed from above a field full of tulips and canals port of Rotterdam. Active - music, short sequences of existing teams, 
crowds of young people spread across the campsite and the crowds egzaltujących the music that reaches from the stage - 
has perfectly portrayed the atmosphere of the great magical feast generation flower children.

However, discs 2 and 3 releases "The Dutch Woodstock" is a CD where you can find some more music. Among other 
things,performed by Pink Floyd you can hear the songs "Set The Controls For The Heart Of The Sun" and "A Saucerful Of 
Secrets", Santana performs a medley of recordings "Gumbo" / "Savor" / "Jingo" and the band East Of Eden - "The Sun Of 
East "and" Irish Theme ". This makes a total of nearly two hours of music, which is stopped at the time the document fixing 
the memory of this wonderful celebration of music, in which they had the opportunity to attend many of the Dutch (though 
certainly not limited to) the audience.

Released by Gonzo Multimedia album for sure will be a wonderful keepsake for the thousands of participants in the events of 
43 years, and for some of the younger fans will be proof that a true, honest and just played good music does not come out of 
nowhere, and their modern idols really have someone spying and from whom to learn ...
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